
NMI Millennium 2 Seat Fitting: User Instruction Leaflet 
To be operated by trained personnel only 

Installing a seat with Millennium 2 Seat Fitting 
Positioning the seat, preparing the fittings, inserting them into the tracking, adjusting positioning and securing 

Align the seat legs resting them 
on the floor tracking. Lift safety 
bolt A to its upper position 

Close handles B to lock the chair 
in its new position. The safety 
bolts A should rest in their lower 
position. Repeat on other leg. 
The chair is now secure 

While holding safety bolt A in its 
upper position pull handles B 
away from the Millennium 2 
fitting C to unlock. 
Repeat on other leg. The seat is 
now unlocked and ready to be 
inserted into the tracking 

Insert the Millennium 2 Seat 
Fitting C into the tracking. 
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By gently tilting the seat forward S! 
onto the plastic pads D at the � 
front of the seat, slide the seat � 
back and forth to your preferred 
position* 
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* Legs with front Spigot must sit u:
in the track hole in your ] 
preferred position 

Unlocking seat for repositioning or removal 
Unlocking the seat, sliding its position and resecuring the seat 

While holding safety bolt A in its 
upper position pull handles B 
away from the Millennium 2 
fitting C to unlock. 
Repeat on other leg. The seat is 
now unlocked and ready be slid 
in the rails or removed by lifting 
it out 

By gently tilting the seat forward 
onto the plastic pads D at the 
front of the seat, slide the seat 
back and forth to your preferred 
position. Legs with front Spigot 
must sit in the track hole in your 
preferred position 
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Close handles B to lock the chair Note: When not in use in 
in its new position. The safety tracking leave the Millennium 2 
bolts A should rest in their lower Seat Fitting in the unlocked 
position position 
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